[Study on gene cloning of Chlamydial pneumonia CPn0308 and its endogenous localization].
To clone CPn0308 gene from Clamyida pneumonia and express its fusion protein, to make antibodies to fusion protein GST-CPn0308, and to further localize endogenous protein preliminarily using antibodies raised with CPn0308 fusion protein. The open reading frame (ORF) coding for CPn0308 in the Chlamydia pneumonia AR 39 genome was cloned into the pGEX6p2 vector after it was cloned using PCR and digested by the restriction enzymes BamHI and NotI. The recombinant plasmid pGEX6p2-CPn0308 was transformed into XL1-blue bacteria and the gene CPn0308 was expressed as fusion proteins with the glutathione-s-transferase (GST) tagged to the N-terminus. The GST-CPn0308 fusion protein was used to immunize mice and the mouse anti-fusion protein antibody was used to localize the endogenous CPn0308 protein in Chlamydia-infected cells using an indirect immunofluorescence assay (IFA). The CPn0308 gene, which was 366bp in length,was successfully cloned and the GST fusion protein with molecular weight of 39kD was expressed. It was found that the hypothetical protein CPn0308 was located in the inclusion membrane of Chlamydia pneumonia-infected cells using IFA of mouse anti-fusion protein antibodies. Using antibodies raised with GST-CPn0308 fusion protein, the hypothetical protein CPn0308 was identified to be a Chlamydia pneumoniae inclusion membrane protein. It could be the potentially important role of inclusion membrane proteins in chlamydial interactions with host cells.